The great big globe of Minimally Invasive, Image-guided Procedures #MIIPs as EMOJIS and HASHTAGS

What parts of the body can be treated by Interventional Radiologists? #WithoutaScalpel

- liver
- kidneys
- lungs
- brain
- gallbladder
- uterus
- intestine
- stomach
- spine
- legs
- spleen
- prostate

What can the Interventional Radiology (#irad) team do through a pinhole in the skin?

- Dissolve blood clots #stoptheclot
- Open blocked blood vessels #PTA
- Freeze tumors #cryoablation
- Keep vessels open #PAD #stent
- Prevent amputation #CLI #CLIfighters
- Take tissue samples #biopsy
- Kill tumors with energy #radiofrequency
- Treat infection #cholecystostomy
- Stop pain from spinal fractures #vertebroplasty
- Suppress the hunger hormone #nanoblock
- Poison tumors #TACE #theCancerSnipers
- Shrink fibroids #UFE #DontLoseURU
- Shrink an enlarged prostate #PAE
- Stop aneurysms from bursting #coiling #aneurysm
- Stop internal bleeding #embolization
- Send patients home with just a band-aid #qualityoflife #patientsfirst #empowered
- Stop aneurysms from bursting #coiling #aneurysm
- Stop pain from spinal fractures #vertebroplasty
- Stop pain from internal bleeding #embolization
- Stop blood clots from traveling to the lungs #DVT #PE #filterout
- Stop aneurysms from bursting #coiling #aneurysm

the Interventional Initiative